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Government plans for the NHS:

Privatisation and world class profits!
A review of The Plot Against the NHS by Colin Leys and Stewart Player
Roger Davey
Unison health service group
executive, personal capacity

S

ome on the political left believe that, despite all its betrayals, Labour still retains
more of a commitment to
the NHS than the Tories. However,
a reading of the excellent new book
The Plot Against the NHS by Colin
Leys and Stewart Player quickly dispels this illusion.
The authors demonstrate that
the government’s Health and Social Care Bill is not a negation, but
a continuation of Labour’s policies.
You’re left wondering whether there
is any difference at all between them
and the Tories, or even, on some issues, the Republicans in the USA!
The book concentrates on developments within the service since
2000, showing how every Labour
government reform and policy had
the aim of turning health care into
a commodity and a source of profit.
The authors argue this was done
covertly, with the government hiding behind euphemisms such as
‘choice’, ‘world class commissioning’, and ‘patient-centred care’, when
what they really meant was privatisation, marketisation and world
class profits!

Tory privatisation

The privatisation of the NHS started
with the contracting out of cleaning
services under the Thatcher government. Between 1981 and 1994 nonclinical employment in the NHS fell
from 500,000 to 200,000 as a result of
privatisation. A reduction that has
had deadly and predictable consequences for hospital hygiene.
More followed under the Tory
John Major government, notably
the internal market, but it was under
Labour that the drive towards privatisation really picked up pace.
Initially private hospitals could
not compete on cost with those in
the NHS. So the government unbundled the low risk, non-complex,

People will fight for the NHS if given the opportunity photo Paul Mattsson
high-volume cases and awarded the government established commiscontracts to Private Treatment Cen- sioners of care - Primary Care Trusts
tres. These companies were paid at - and providers of care - Foundation
a higher rate than the NHS, through Trusts, NHS, private sector - with
block contracts, which took no ac- the latter competing for contracts,
count of how many patients were and being paid a fixed tariff for every
medical procedure.
actually treated.
Health secretary Andrew LansIt cost the government millions
and destabilised other NHS hospitals. ley’s bill proposes to abolish the tarBut it achieved its aim of breaking the iff, which would allow private companies to win contracts by reducing
NHS monopoly in secondary care.
Reading this book reminds you costs and the quality of care. Also
of the scale and scope of Labour’s the purchasing of care will be transonslaught on the NHS. In little over ferred to private GP consortiums.
Even with a tariff, care has still been
a decade it had introduced the Private Finance Initiative into the NHS, determined by the market and what is
personal care budgets, privatisation profitable. It was Labour that created
of community care, outsourcing of this market, the coalition is merely
support functions and the grow- taking it to its logical conclusion.
Another major objective for Tony
ing corporate takeover of GP services. Hospital, ward and other NHS Blair’s government was to transform NHS organisations into bodies
budgets were slashed.
One of the most damaging poli- that operated like businesses. Large
cies introduced by Labour was the acute hospitals were encouraged to
creation of a market in health care. become Foundation Trusts (FTs),
Out went the fundamental NHS free from NHS control. Their priority
principles of planning and coopera- was now financial discipline rather
tion to be replaced by competition, than patient care. The government
profit and market instability. The proposes to extend FTs’ independ-

ence. But in essence both they and
Labour view FTs as a half-way house
towards privatisation.
In fact such is the direction FTs
are travelling, with potential mergers/partnerships with private companies, and their freedom to treat
an unlimited number of private patients, it can be argued that they are
no longer part of the NHS. With all
NHS organisations set for FT status,
within two or three years the NHS
will no longer exist as a provider of
health care.
Furthermore plans for commissioners to be privatised, and for the
market to determine care, means
that by 2014 the NHS will have been
abolished.
In reality, as the book argues, everything was in place for the development of a market by 2004. In fact
market dynamics will increasingly
dictate the process of privatisation,
rather than parliamentary acts. It
will, alongside the biggest cuts in
the NHS’s history, have a devastating effect on the health of millions.
So why is the NHS being de-

stroyed? The book correctly highlights the influence and power of the
multinational health corporations.
But there is a more fundamental
reason, the historical bankruptcy of
capitalism. It is increasingly a system that can no longer develop the
real economy, but instead seeks to
maximise its profits through massive global financial speculation,
and privatisation such as in the lucrative health care market.
Why have they got away with it
so far? A major factor is the lack of
a fighting trade union leadership.
Despite the fact that the NHS has
been under attack for over a decade,
there has not been even one day of
national industrial action on this issue. One reason for this of course is
the link between many unions and
the Labour Party.
Indeed the fact that Labour was
instrumental in the privatisation of
the NHS, without any real opposition from its rank and file, proves
that it is both unreformable and rotten to the core.
Political architect of the NHS, Nye
Bevan, said that the health service
would survive as long as there were
people ready to fight for it. Working
class people are ready to fight for
the NHS. But we also need effective
trade union leadership and a political voice, in other words a mass
workers’ party.
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“Frontline first” a dangerous tactic - unity is the key
Andrew Walton
Medical secretary
The Conservatives have pledged
to protect “frontline” NHS services
and cut back on bureaucracy. In
reality, this is another broken promise. They have no intention of saving even frontline staff. It is important that trade unions should unite
health workers against their plans,
not seek to divide them.
The nursing union, the RCN, has a
national campaign called “frontline
first”. While it has every right to fight
for its own members, their approach
plays into the government’s agenda
that some cuts are necessary, and
divides healthworkers against each
other.

I have seen admin staff in Unison
wearing badges saying “I am frontline”, making the point that we are
just as important to the running of
the NHS, enabling nurses and doctors to do their jobs efficiently.
The RCN website talks of speaking
out against NHS cuts that are harming patient care, but also exposing
where there is waste in the system.
In reality, the NHS has long been
under-funded. The Trust I work for
has had vacancy freezes, so that
gradually less and less staff are under more pressure to do the same
job, resulting in a rise in stress and
sickness.
The way to win a campaign is to
give workers the confidence that
if they take action then these cuts
can be beaten. As part of the Trade

Unionist and Socialist Coalition
(TUSC) Socialist Party members attempted to do this, by standing in
elections on a no-cuts platform.
Unison and the RCN should be
balloting for strike action, in unity
with the teaching unions and civil
service union PCS, who are taking
action to protect their pensions on
30 June. That way we could show
the government the unity of public
sector workers and that we are determined to resist any attacks on our
terms and conditions.
The inefficiencies in the NHS
come from the privatisation that
has already happened under Labour and the Tories. In 1979, admin
costs were only 6%. The introduction of the “internal market” by the
Tories doubled this to 12% and with

Labour’s foundation trusts, this has
risen to nearer 20%.
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June - NSSN
conference.
A key date
for all trade
unionists

In preparation for my hospital becoming a Foundation Trust, we will
have to record every contact with
a patient, even if it is just a phone
conversation. This is only because
the hospital will then be charged
per contact, as if it was a business.
The real source of inefficiency is the
private market.

The Socialist Party would reverse
the privatisation of the NHS and
place our public services under truly democratic workers’ control. We
would get rid of genuine inefficiencies – pharmaceutical companies
overcharging for drugs, expensive
PFI schemes and allow NHS hospitals to cooperate with each other
and share best practice, rather than
have to compete with each other for
patients.
The NHS brought free health care
to millions for the first time when it
was introduced, but 60 years later
these gains are being taken away
from us, as multinationals move in
for the kill. We need to fight for a socialist society, so that we can win a
genuinely public NHS now and for
future generations.
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